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Housekeeping 
• All participants are muted and video turned off.

• Turn captions on/off  using the “Live Transcript” button.

• Please use the “Chat” function for technical questions.

• Please use the “Q&A” function if  you want to ask the presenter a 
question.

• At the end of  the presentation, there will be a very short survey. 
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Today’s
Panelists
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Emma Dayton, is a senior digital strategist at the Center 
for Court Innovation. She has worked for nearly 10 years in 
nonprofit communications, building data-driven strategies 
and cross-platform digital experiences to increase 
awareness and engagement for nonprofits and their 
partners. Dayton has managed campaigns like 
#WorldReadAloudDay and #InspiringWomenPBS with 
brands such as PBS, Major League Baseball, and Scholastic.

Nathaniel Aranda is the Director of  Development at 
Pathfinders who has successfully raised more than 
$18,000,000. He found his passion for nonprofit work early-on 
while studying at Texas Wesleyan University. In his role, 
Nathaniel oversees the Fundraising and Marketing efforts for 
Pathfinders. Nathaniel is passionate about creating equitable 
opportunities for the poor, the vulnerable and the voiceless.
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What Can Social Media Do for You?



What is social media?
The channels:     Facebook, Twitter, Instagram

LinkedIn, YouTube, Pinterest

Snapchat, TikTok, Tumblr, Reddit

Messenger, WhatsApp, QQ, etc.

Leveraging accounts:

• Your program, your partners, your supporters, your own
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Why is social media important?
• Expand your reach and spread the word about your program.

• A way to share information and tell your story.

• Connect with and grow your network of  supporters (not just 
donors).

• Be a thought leader.
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What social media is not
• A one-way, broadcasting tool

• A catch-all

• An afterthought

• Free
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Is social media 
right for you?
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Consider your audience
Who do you want to reach? Are you reaching them? Age, 
interests, professions, location. 
Follow ups:

• Research similar organizations and see who follows them/what 
they post. How do they engage?

• How does your audience communicate? (young person vs. 
policymaker)
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How to choose 
a platform
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Facebook • Biggest platform; 70% of  US adults, ages 35+ are engaged

• Purpose of  Facebook? “Connect with friends and family.”

• Algorithm loves video

• Very robust targeting tools for advertising

Twitter • Average lifespan of  a tweet is 20 min

• Good for sharing new ideas, news, stats, bite-sized information, “hashtag holidays”

• Certain topics really thrive on Twitter, but can be niche

Instagram • Ages 18-34 are highly engaged

• Audience ready to engage -- especially via stories, IGTV, Reels

• Think intentionally about creating engaging content. How to bring people in? Ask a 
question, tell a story, grab people’s attention. 



Best Practices
Post regularly. Long breaks can hurt your reach. Set a realistic 
goal, and stick to it (1x/day or 1x/week).

Engage with your followers, partner organizations, donors, 
funders, supporters.

Like their posts; comment, share (they’ll do the same!)

Leverage your content (example on next slide)

Be visible in your community!
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An Example
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Content across various channels
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How to Plan
You do a ton of  stuff! Programs, events, awareness, on the 
ground work, sharing articles

Look ahead. What months do you have events or 
fundraising scheduled? 

What days/holidays do you observe? 

Tip: Create a “Hashtag Holiday” spreadsheet



How to Plan
Carve time out for writing captions, scheduling posts, and 
engaging.

A calendar helps you plan for each social network to 
customize posts instead of  spamming all platforms with 
the same message. And to avoid scrambling.

Schedule it! Use Hootsuite, Tweetdeck, or Twitter to 
schedule Twitter. Schedule Facebook via FB itself.



How to Plan: Free Tools

https://trello.com/b/y2V8NnWm/social-media-planning


Mobilizing Partners
What partners did you work with that would share news, a 
story, or campaign?

Make it as easy as possible for them and create a toolkit 
with language + graphics for you and partners to pull 
from. 

Don’t be afraid to ask!

Double check handles and hashtags.



Measuring your 
social media 
use and impact
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What to measure?
Track weekly or monthly #’s - decide what’s important to your team
Followers. Engagement rate. Impressions. Website visits.

- analytics.twitter.com
- Facebook Insights
- Instagram Insights

Track top-performing content. 
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Is Social Media Right for Your 
SCA Program?

Family Pathfinders of  Tarrant County
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Is Social Media the Right Choice for your SCA 
Program?
• Staff  Time

• Small nonprofit with 17 staff
• One dedicated Development/Marketing staff
• Balancing Development & Marketing duties 

• Agency Resources
• Leveraging boosted/sponsored post to further social reach
• Encouraging staff  to share posts = further organic reach
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Role of Agency Leadership
• Agency Policy Review

• Important to ensure that your agency has a social media policy.
• Regardless of  position, staff  must remember they are an ambassador to 

the agency while using social media.
• Ensure social media posts reflect the agency mission and commitment to 

the community.

• Monthly Strategy
• Annual social media strategy drives monthly calendar.
• You don’t need to spend a lot of  money or time on social media in order 

to be effective in sharing your program’s impact.
• Be thoughtful of  your posts and how you are integrating your SCA posts 

with your larger social media strategy. 
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Pathfinders Social Platforms
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We’re social! 
Find us on 
Facebook 
Twitter 

Instagram

@Pathfinderstc



Pathfinders Social Media Strategy

• Create annual social media plan

• 2-3 posts per week
• SCA posts are part of  Pathfinders larger 

social media strategy 

• Engage in local and national 
events such as:
• America Saves Week

• Black History Month

• National Mentor Month

• National Reentry Week

• National Volunteer Week
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Pathfinders Social Media Strategy Cont.

• Staying on brand
• Stick with a similar color palate and style.

• Free websites like Canva can help.

• Use photos that represent those you serve.

• Review content for grammar and spelling. 

• Storytelling is key
• Quarterly client impact stories

• Don’t use content just once
• Adapt your content to use across multiple 

platforms such as website, annual reports, 
e-newsletters and agency collateral.
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Integrating Social Media with Fundraising Plan

• Social media is effective in:
• Creating fundraising appeals

• Recruiting volunteers

• Stewarding donors
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Questions?
Please enter all questions in the Q&A box. 
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